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Lies My Teacher Told Me
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The 23rd Headquarters Special Troops was a force of only 1,000 men who, with
skilled deceptions, often masqueraded as 34,000.

The Brenner Assignment
This is a new release of the original 1949 edition.

The Greatest Stories Never Told
Like a scene from Where Eagles Dare, a small team of American spies parachutes
into Italy behind enemy lines. Their orders: link up with local partisans and
sabotage the well-guarded Brenner Pass—the Nazis' crucial supply route through
the Alps—thereby bringing the German war effort in Italy to a grinding halt.

The Greatest Music Stories Never Told
So, you know what mathematics is, right? Well, if you do, you're a smarter person
than Nobel laureates Albert Einstein and Eugene Wigner, who were baffled by what
mathematics is and how it relates to science and the world. Wigner wrote a famous
paper entitled "The Unreasonable Effectiveness of Mathematics in the Natural
Sciences."No scientist has ever explained why mathematics is so uncannily
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appropriate to describing Nature.Galileo said, "The Book of Nature is written in
mathematical language, and its characters are triangles, circles and other
geometric figures, without which it is impossible to humanly understand a word;
without these, one is wandering in a dark labyrinth."Do you want to escape from
the dark labyrinth? Then you must discover what mathematics really is. The
answer will blow your mind. Guaranteed.Come on the greatest detective adventure
of them all, where you do nothing but exercise pure deduction. Come and be a
cosmic Sherlock Holmes. Put on your deerstalker and practice the pristine science
of deduction.Determining the true nature of mathematics is the No. 1 problem
facing humanity. To explain mathematics is to explain reality itself.

Rivals Unto Death
This book is based on the true history of Allah "the Father" and His great Nation of
Gods and Earths known as the Five Percenters. This is the greatest story that was
never told by the Gods and the Earths during their younger years with Allah "the
Father" from the early 1960s up until the time of his assassination on June 13,
1969. This was a time of struggle for the Black Man, Woman, and Child (the
Universal Family). This was the time of "the Big Five", who were: Allah "the Father",
who brought about the Nation of Gods and Earths known as the Five Percenters;
the Honorable Elijah Muhammad, who was the last and greatest messenger of
Allah, also the leader and teacher of the Black Muslims; Malcolm X of the new
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arrival; Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., the civil rights leader; and the Black Panther
Party on the East and West coasts. These five groups were called the Big Five,
because they had the attention of every Black Man, Woman, and Child in the
wilderness of North America and other parts of our planet. There was a host of
other Black groups as well. This was a time when the Five Percenter's teachings
were being taught/spoken so plain and simple that even a child could understand.
Black people were on the rise, and it was a time for a change—for Black Man,
Woman, and Child to take their place on earth. Peace!

The Uncovering
“What we call imagination is actually the universal library of what’s real. You
couldn’t imagine it if it weren’t real somewhere, sometime.” – Terence Mckenna
Scientific theories that were once considered right and mighty were later proven
wrong. This is the case even with the best and most thorough scrutiny and
investigation. There is no knowing when a better scientific theory will come to
replace the old. It is clear that the study of Sumerian clay tablets will continue to
interest areas of science, history, archaeology, cosmology, and more, due to its
continued “effect” of encompassing studies from unrelated fields. The Sumerians
were the most extraordinary people who ever lived on the face of the earth. They
seemed to come from out of nowhere, and they single-handedly invented
civilization when most of the rest of the world was still living in the Stone Age.
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What’s more, they did it thousands of years before anyone else. The Sumerian
civilization was already ancient when it ended in 2004 B.C., twenty centuries
before Julius Caesar, sixteen centuries before Socrates, and seven centuries before
Tutankhamen. “The highest form of ignorance is when you reject something you
don’t know about.” ~ Wayne Dyer

The Greatest Story NEVER Told
The Greatest Stories Ever Told
In The Greatest Stories Never Told: Special Ops, attorney and author Larry Yadon
has written some of the greatest tales about special forces and operations – not
twice- or thrice-told tales, but the ones you haven’t heard before. It is an
unforgettable collection, and includes stories of legendary operations from the late
18th century, when special forces emerged, through present-day Afghanistan and
Iraq.

The Greatest Story Ever Told
Internationally renowned, award-winning theoretical physicist, New York Times
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bestselling author of A Universe from Nothing, and passionate advocate for reason,
Lawrence Krauss tells the dramatic story of the discovery of the hidden world of
reality—a grand poetic vision of nature—and how we find our place within it. In the
beginning there was light. But more than this, there was gravity. After that, all hell
broke loose… In A Universe from Nothing, Krauss revealed how our entire universe
could arise from nothing. Now, he reveals what that something—reality—is. And,
reality is not what we think or sense—it’s weird, wild, and counterintuitive; it’s
hidden beneath everyday experience; and its inner workings seem even stranger
than the idea that something can come from nothing. In a landmark,
unprecedented work of scientific history, Krauss leads us to the furthest reaches of
space and time, to scales so small they are invisible to microscopes, to the birth
and rebirth of light, and into the natural forces that govern our existence. His
unique blend of rigorous research and engaging storytelling invites us into the lives
and minds of the remarkable, creative scientists who have helped to unravel the
unexpected fabric of reality—with reason rather than superstition and dogma.
Krauss has himself been an active participant in this effort, and he knows many of
them well. The Greatest Story challenges us to re-envision ourselves and our place
within the universe, as it appears that “God” does play dice with the universe. In
the incisive style of his scintillating essays for The New Yorker, Krauss celebrates
the greatest intellectual adventure ever undertaken—to understand why we are
here in a universe where fact is stranger than fiction.
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Superman
History isn't always made by great armies colliding or by great civilizations rising
or falling. Sometimes it's made when a chauffeur takes a wrong turn, a scientist
forgets to clean up his lab, or a drunken soldier gets a bit rowdy. That's the kind of
history you'll find in The Greatest Stories Never Told. This is history candy -- the
good stuff. Here are 100 tales to astonish, bewilder, and stupefy: more than two
thousand years of history filled with courage, cowardice, hope, triumph, sex,
intrigue, folly, humor, and ambition. It's a historical delight and a visual feast with
hundreds of photographs, drawings, and maps that bring each story to life. A new
discovery waits on every page: stories that changed the course of history and
stories that affected what you had for breakfast this morning. Consider: The
Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock because they ran out of beer Some Roman
officials were so corrupt that they actually stole time itself Three cigars changed
the course of the Civil War The Scottish kilt was invented by an Englishman Based
on the popular Timelab 2000® history minutes hosted by Sam Waterston on The
History Channel®, this collection of fascinating historical tidbits will have you
shaking your head in wonder and disbelief. But they're all true. And you'll soon find
yourself telling them to your friends.

The Greatest Stories Never Told
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Did you know about: The ballet that sparked a riot? The rock star who became an
astrophysicist? The song that saved Wheaties? The man killed by his own
conducting? The controversy behind "Mary Had a Little Lamb"? Prepare to be
astonished, bewildered, and stupefied by the tantalizing tidbits of music history
collected here: amazing stories about jazz, classical, country, rock 'n' roll, hip-hop,
show tunes, composers, band names, song lyrics, instruments, technology,
controversies, and more. Learn how the FBI spent years trying to decode the lyrics
of one rock song. Discover how Watergate provided the inspiration for A Chorus
Line. Find out how one megahit was born in a history class, while another was
dashed off in a fit of anger at actor Robert De Niro. Meet the monk behind solfège,
the aviation pioneer who created Muzak, and the prisoner who literally sang
himself out of jail. Then there's the most important person in rock 'n' roll
history—chances are you've never heard of him! Continuing the successful
Greatest Stories Never Told series, Rick Beyer has delivered another classic
volume for history and music buffs alike.

The Greatest Love Story Never Told
A memoir by Morris Day of The Time centering around his lifelong relationship and
association with Prince"A vital, illuminating, and wildly entertaining
autobiography." -Billboard "Great book! Great storytelling!" -LENNY KRAVITZ "Lean,
slick, cooler than Santa Claus, and surprisingly tender, this book not only traces
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Day's history in Minneapolis funk, but doubles as an intimate recollection of his
time with Prince." -BEN GREENMAN, author of Dig If You Will The Picture Brilliant
composer, smooth soul singer, killer drummer, and charismatic band leader, Morris
Day has been a force in American music for the past four decades. In On Time, the
renowned funkster looks back on a life of turbulence and triumph, chronicling his
creative process with an explosive prose that mirrors his intoxicating music. A
major theme throughout the book is Morris's enduring friendship and musical
partnership with Prince, from their early days on the Minneapolis scene to selling
out stadiums and duking it out as rivals in Purple Rain. Eventually, Morris went on
to release four albums with a new band of his very own, The Time; however, before
long, increasing tensions between the two performers set them down separate
paths. Through the years, the fierce brotherly love between Morris and Prince kept
bringing them back together-until pride, ego, and circumstance interfered. Two
months before Prince's untimely death, the two finally started to make amends.
But Morris never could have imagined it would be the last time he'd ever see his
friend again.

The Greatest Story Ever Told
Search the annals of military history and you will discover no end of quirky
characters and surprising true stories: The topless dancer who saved the Byzantine
Empire. The World War I battle that was halted so a soccer game could be played.
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The scientist who invented a pigeon-guided missile in 1943. And don't forget the
elderly pig whose death triggered an international crisis between the United States
and Great Britain. This is the kind of history you'll find in The Greatest War Stories
Never Told. One hundred fascinating stories drawn from two thousand years of
military history, accompanied by a wealth of photographs, maps, drawings, and
documents that help bring each story to life. Little-known tales told with a one-two
punch of history and humor that will make you shake your head in disbelief -- but
they're all true! Did You Know That: One military unit served on both sides during
the Civil War The War of Jenkins's Ear was actually fought over a sea captain's ear
Daniel Boone was once tried for treason A siege on Poland in 1519 gave birth to
the marriage of bread and butter Discover how war can be a catalyst for change;
an engine for innovation; and an arena for valor, deceit, intrigue, ambition,
revenge, audacity, folly, and even silliness. Want to know how the mafia helped
the United States win World War II, when the word bazooka was coined, or how
Silly Putty was invented? Read on!

The True History of Allah and His 5%
From the bestselling author of The Greatest Stories Never Told series, the epic
history of Alexander Hamilton and Aaron Burr's illustrious and eccentric political
careers and their fateful rivalry. The famous duel between Alexander Hamilton and
Aaron Burr was the culmination of a story three decades in the making. Rivals unto
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Death vividly traces their rivalry back to the earliest days of the American
Revolution, when Hamilton and Burr--both brilliant, restless, and barely twenty
years old--elbowed their way onto the staff of General George Washington. The
fast-moving account traces their intricate tug-of war, uncovering surprising details
that led to their deadly encounter through battlefields, courtrooms, bedrooms, and
the wildest presidential election in history, counting down the years to their fateful
rendezvous on the dueling ground. This is politics made personal: shrill
accusations, bruising collisions, and a parade of flesh and blood founders
struggling--and often failing--to keep their tempers and jealousies in check.
Smoldering in the background was a fundamental political divide that threatened
to tear the new nation in two, and still persists to this day. The Burr and Hamilton
that leap out of these pages are passionate, engaging, and utterly human
characters inextricably linked together as Rivals unto Death.

Issa
The story opens in the stinking latrines of the Schubin camp as an American and a
Canadian lead the digging of a tunnel which enabled a break involving 36 prisoners
of war (POWs). The Germans then converted the camp to Oflag 64, to exclusively
hold US Army officers, with more than 1500 Americans ultimately housed there.
Plucky Americans attempted a variety of escapes until January, 1945, only to be
thwarted every time. Then, with the Red Army advancing closer every day, camp
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commandant Colonel Fritz Schneider received orders from Berlin to march his
prisoners west. Game on! Over the next few days, 250 US Army officers would
succeed in escaping east to link up with the Russians - although they would prove
almost as dangerous as the Nazis - only to be ordered once they arrived back in
the United States not to talk about their adventures. Within months, General
Patton would launch a bloody bid to rescue the remaining Schubin Americans. In
The Big Break, this previously untold story follows POWs including General
Eisenhower's personal aide, General Patton's son-in-law, and Ernest Hemingway's
eldest son as they struggled to be free. Military historian and Paul Brickhill
biographer Stephen Dando-Collins expertly chronicles this gripping story of
Americans determined to be free, brave Poles risking their lives to help them, and
dogmatic Nazis determined to stop them.

The Greatest Stories Never Told
Focusing on the grit and determination that makes survival under extreme
circumstances possible, the authors collect amazing stories of survival from across
the globe. Original. 25,000 first printing.

The Greatest Survivor Stories Never Told
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Search the annals of military history and you will discover no end of quirky
characters and surprising true stories: The topless dancer who saved the Byzantine
Empire. The World War I battle that was halted so a soccer game could be played.
The scientist who invented a pigeon-guided missile in 1943. And don't forget the
elderly pig whose death triggered an international crisis between the United States
and Great Britain. This is the kind of history you'll find in The Greatest War Stories
Never Told. One hundred fascinating stories drawn from two thousand years of
military history, accompanied by a wealth of photographs, maps, drawings, and
documents that help bring each story to life. Little-known tales told with a one-two
punch of history and humor that will make you shake your head in disbelief -- but
they're all true! Did You Know That: One military unit served on both sides during
the Civil War The War of Jenkins's Ear was actually fought over a sea captain's ear
Daniel Boone was once tried for treason A siege on Poland in 1519 gave birth to
the marriage of bread and butter Discover how war can be a catalyst for change;
an engine for innovation; and an arena for valor, deceit, intrigue, ambition,
revenge, audacity, folly, and even silliness. Want to know how the mafia helped
the United States win World War II, when the word bazooka was coined, or how
Silly Putty was invented? Read on!

Never Let Me Go
Tuberculosis is the greatest killer of all time. In this century and the previous one,
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it was responsible for the deaths of a thousand million human beings. Half way
through the 20th century, people did not believe that a cure would ever be
possible, but a few scientists throughout the world each played a part in finding
that cure. The discovery changed history, yet that story has never been told.

Australia's Best Unknown Stories
100 tales of invention and discovery to astonish, bewilder, & stupefy Meet the
angry undertaker who gave us the push-button phone. Discover how modesty led
to the invention of the stethoscope. Find out why Albert Einstein patented a
refrigerator. Learn how a train full of trumpeters made science history. Did you
know about: The frustrated fashion designer who created the space suit? The guntoting newspaperman who invented the parking meter? The midnight dreams that
led to a Nobel Prize? They're so good, you can't read just one!

Tuberculosis
At last, the full story behind Megan Mullally and Nick Offerman's epic romance,
including stories, portraits, and the occasional puzzle, all telling the smoldering tale
that has fascinated Hollywood for almost two decades. Featuring anecdotes,
hijinks, interviews, photos, and a veritable grab bag of tomfoolery, this is not only
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the intoxicating book that Mullally's and Offerman's fans have been waiting for, it
might just hold the solution to the greatest threat facing our modern world: the
single life.

The Greatest Sports Stories Never Told
“Every teacher, every student of history, every citizen should read this book. It is
both a refreshing antidote to what has passed for history in our educational system
and a one-volume education in itself.” —Howard Zinn A new edition of the national
bestseller and American Book Award winner, with a new preface by the author
Since its first publication in 1995, Lies My Teacher Told Me has become one of the
most important—and successful—history books of our time. Having sold nearly two
million copies, the book also won an American Book Award and the Oliver Cromwell
Cox Award for Distinguished Anti-Racist Scholarship and was heralded on the front
page of the New York Times. For this new edition, Loewen has added a new
preface that shows how inadequate history courses in high school help produce
adult Americans who think Donald Trump can solve their problems, and calls out
academic historians for abandoning the concept of truth in a misguided effort to be
“objective.” What started out as a survey of the twelve leading American history
textbooks has ended up being what the San Francisco Chronicle calls “an
extremely convincing plea for truth in education.” In Lies My Teacher Told Me,
James W. Loewen brings history alive in all its complexity and ambiguity. Beginning
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with pre-Columbian history and ranging over characters and events as diverse as
Reconstruction, Helen Keller, the first Thanksgiving, the My Lai massacre, 9/11,
and the Iraq War, Loewen offers an eye-opening critique of existing textbooks, and
a wonderful retelling of American history as it should—and could—be taught to
American students.

On Time
Reveals the spin campaign of the Bush administration that the author contends
enabled the support of a war against a non-September 11 enemy, furthered
conservative agendas, and consolidated presidential power.

The Greatest Story Never Told
History isn't always made by great armies colliding or by great civilizations rising
or falling. Sometimes it's made when a chauffeur takes a wrong turn, a scientist
forgets to clean up his lab, or a drunken soldier gets a bit rowdy. That's the kind of
history you'll find in The Greatest Stories Never Told. This is history candy -- the
good stuff. Here are 100 tales to astonish, bewilder, and stupefy: more than two
thousand years of history filled with courage, cowardice, hope, triumph, sex,
intrigue, folly, humor, and ambition. It's a historical delight and a visual feast with
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hundreds of photographs, drawings, and maps that bring each story to life. A new
discovery waits on every page: stories that changed the course of history and
stories that affected what you had for breakfast this morning. Consider: The
Pilgrims landed on Plymouth Rock because they ran out of beer Some Roman
officials were so corrupt that they actually stole time itself Three cigars changed
the course of the Civil War The Scottish kilt was invented by an Englishman Based
on the popular Timelab 2000® history minutes hosted by Sam Waterston on The
History Channel®, this collection of fascinating historical tidbits will have you
shaking your head in wonder and disbelief. But they're all true. And you'll soon find
yourself telling them to your friends.

The Greatest Love Story Ever Told
In between the covers of this book you will be shown information that will, if taken
with the right perspective in mind, show the reader a way to a realm of light that is
different than the natural sunlight because it is a light that comes from within and
is eternal. Eternal in a sense that it never fails to eliminate because it is not related
to time. It is a light that shines between our heartbeats and if you latch on to this
perspective that is in sync with this realm you will be as free as a bird to surf
through the heavens unto your heart's desire. The reader will see information that
was perhaps never realized before but always there just waiting for the right
moment to come alive. You will see that this information is tied to the very fabric of
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your being and is related to the perspective of your conscious soul waiting to
prosper.

The Anunnaki Connection
In The Greatest Stories Never Told: Snipers, attorney and author Larry Yadon has
written some of the greatest tales about snipers - not twice- or thrice-told tales, but
the ones you haven't heard before.

The Greatest Story Ever Sold
In 1976, John Maxwell was excited to receive a book as a gift. The title: The
Greatest Story Ever Told. Imagine his shock when he opened it to find all the pages
blank-except for a note from the giver that said, "John, your life is before you. Fill
these pages with kind acts, good thoughts, and matters of your heart. Write a
great story with your life." This was John's invitation to become proactive in writing
his own life story. And it marked him. Now John extends that same offer to you and
people you care about. It's time to become intentional about writing your own story
of significance. THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD is the perfect companion for
every milestone: Promotion Graduation Wedding New Year Begin writing your story
today.
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Ghost Army of World War II
The Man of Steel's greatest adventures are chronicled in this unique anthology that
takes the reader over Superman's many different incarnations over the last 60
years.

The Greatest Stories Never Told
Presents a collection of heroic true stories from airport firefighters, hazardous
materials experts, smoke jumpers, and New York City firefighters who survived the
collapse of the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001.

The Greatest War Stories Never Told
The Greatest Story Never Told invites students of the Bible to lay down what they
think they know about God's Word and begin an adventure into the unknown by
reading, observing, and looking at what might be, to become--as Jesus
instructed--like children again in their approach to truth.

The Greatest Science Stories Never Told
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"“Lois Drake’s gift for storytelling takes us on a journey for the discovery of
timeless spiritual truths. Readers will love Issa!” —Paul Davids, writer and director
of the film Jesus in India The Bible explicitly records the life of Jesus with one
exception—his life between the ages of 13 and 30. Yet ancient Buddhist scripture
records the life of Saint Issa, which astoundingly parallels the life of Jesus of
Nazareth. Weaving together a dramatic tapestry of people, places and events, this
novel envisions Jesus’s life during the missing years, his journey through Asia, the
power within that he had to master, and the tests of the heart he had to pass
before he could change the world."

The Greatest War Stories Never Told
George Pratt, depressed and contemplating suicide, is allowed to see what his
community would have been like if he had never been born, in a hardcover reissue
of the story that inspired the film It's a Wonderful Life. 100,000 first printing.

Whose Bible Is It?
34 sports stories that may be beyond belief but have been forgotten.

What Is Mathematics?
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What most of us don't know about our presidents could fill a book—and this just
happens to be that book! From the archives of The History Channel® comes a
treasure trove of quirky presidential history that will truly astonish, bewilder, and
stupefy. Like Abraham Lincoln's duel or Jimmy Carter's UFO sighting . . . and let's
not forget about the president who went skinny-dipping in the Potomac every day!
That's the kind of presidential history you'll find in The Greatest Presidential Stories
Never Told: One hundred little-known stories to make you shake your head in
wonder. If you want to find out how "Hail to the Chief" came to be the president's
song, why the Oval Office isn't square, which president saved the game of football,
and why Washington, D.C., could have been named Hertburn, this is the book for
you. Did You Know About: The custody battle that made George Washington an
American? The counterfeiters who tried to steal Lincoln's body? The woman who
brought down Andrew Jackson's cabinet? The man who was president for a day?
You know what makes the presidents famous, but it's the stuff you don't know that
makes them interesting. A feast of fascinating presidential tidbits awaits.

The Greatest Gift
Find your story in their stories. You can find it because it's there! The living God
wrote you between the lines. The Author of Scripture had you in mind when He
captured the real-life accounts between the covers of the Bible. You are parat of
the plot line as much as Cain and Able, Abraham or Moses. Your life is tied to their
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lives, your life story is woven through their life stories. Because of these greatest
stories ever told, you can avoid the traps and pit-falls of those who have walked
the planet before you-and when they have a glorious, life-changing encounter with
the God of the Universe, you can, too!

The Greatest Presidential Stories Never Told
This story is based on a true love story that spanned almost two decades. The
names and places have been changed to protect the privacy of the individuals
involved in this affair. The chronological sequence of events has been maintained
for continuity. All the stories and experiences are based on facts. This book is
about a love story that was kept secret for 18 years and perhaps shouldve
remained a secret. The first book related to this love story was a book of poems
entitled Somewhere, Sometime, Somehow: Love Poems and Short Stories
published in 2008 by this author and Xlibris. For the perceptive reader of this book
one can trace the ups and downs of our love relationship. These 18 years were
filled with robust love and passion for each other. Perhaps it was fantasy; perhaps
it was the most real thing we will ever experience. The heartbreaking part of this
love affair is that I am not really sure my lover ever really understood or
appreciated my profound and unconditional love for her. I opened my heart to her
through poetry and thoughtful letters, but she rarely showed me what was in her
heart. Perhaps it was a one-sided love affair, but I surely think and hope not. I was
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convinced that she truly loved me through her words and actions. At least I
experienced a pure love that I had only dreamed was possible. The story is told
mainly through the exchange of letters and emails to each other. Perhaps readers
can experience and hopefully feel the deep love we felt for each other.

The Greatest Story Ever Told--So Far
A history of the Bible traces its evolution from an oral testament to its numerous
modern iterations and translations, discussing such topics as the canonization of
different versions, the adoption of certain books by religions and sects, and the
varying schools of critical scholarship that exist today. Reprint.

The Greatest Story Never Told
Connects a diverse range of new and existing theories about the Anunnaki, offering
a definitive guide to the Anunnaki while exploring their possible connection to
humanity's past, present, and future. Over 6,000 years ago, the world's first
civilization, the Sumerians, were recording stories of strange celestial gods who
they believed came from the heavens to create mankind. These gods, known as
the Anunnaki, are often neglected by mainstream historians. The Sumerians
themselves are so puzzling; scholars have described their origin as "The Sumerian
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Problem." With so little taught about the ancient Sumerians in our history books,
alternative theories have emerged. This has led many to wonder, What is the true
story behind the Sumerians and their otherworldly gods, the Anunnaki? In The
Anunnaki Connection, Heather Lynn connects a diverse range of new and existing
theories about the Anunnaki, offering a definitive guide to Mesopotamian gods
while exploring what role they might have played in engineering mankind. The
Anunnaki Connection traces the evolution of gods throughout the Ancient Near
East, analyzing the religion, myth, art, and symbolism of the Sumerians,
investigating: Who are the Anunnaki? How accurate are the current Sumerian text
translations, and how do we know for sure who to believe? Is there a connection
between the Anunnaki and other ancient gods? What about demons? Where are
the Anunnaki now? Will their possible return spell the end of our world?

The Greatest Firefighter Stories Never Told
Not only are there many things we don't know, we should never be too sure about
the things we are sure we do know.' From Jim Haynes, one of our most successful
and prolific tellers of yarns and bush tales, comes this collection of classic
Australian stories: the unknown, the forgotten, the surprising. Jim reminds us that
things are not always as they seem, or as we've been told. Was the Ghan really
named after the Afghan cameleers? Does that urn that represents that greatest of
all sporting clashes between Australia and England really contain the ashes of a
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burnt cricket bail? And who really is the most important Australian who ever lived?
Jim introduces us to the forgotten nation builders, artists, poets and great unknown
characters of Australian history and tells the funniest, the most amazing and the
quirkiest stories that capture the heart and soul of the Australian spirit.

The Big Break
A hilarious account of growing up in Ireland, Lord of the Rams takes the reader
around the Emerald Isle and beyond on a 25-year tongue-in-cheek adventure of a
lifetime.

Lord of the Rams
From the Booker Prize-winning author of The Remains of the Day and When We
Were Orphans, comes an unforgettable edge-of-your-seat mystery that is at once
heartbreakingly tender and morally courageous about what it means to be human.
Hailsham seems like a pleasant English boarding school, far from the influences of
the city. Its students are well tended and supported, trained in art and literature,
and become just the sort of people the world wants them to be. But, curiously,
they are taught nothing of the outside world and are allowed little contact with it.
Within the grounds of Hailsham, Kathy grows from schoolgirl to young woman, but
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it’s only when she and her friends Ruth and Tommy leave the safe grounds of the
school (as they always knew they would) that they realize the full truth of what
Hailsham is. Never Let Me Go breaks through the boundaries of the literary novel.
It is a gripping mystery, a beautiful love story, and also a scathing critique of
human arrogance and a moral examination of how we treat the vulnerable and
different in our society. In exploring the themes of memory and the impact of the
past, Ishiguro takes on the idea of a possible future to create his most moving and
powerful book to date.
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